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The rôle of orographically and thermally forced stationary
waves in the causation of the residual circulation

By E. BECKER* and G. SCHMITZ, L eibniz-Institute of Atmospheric Physics, Schloßstraße 6,
18225 Kühlungsborn, Germany

(Manuscript received 31 August 1998; in final form 18 January 1999)

ABSTRACT

Several experiments performed with an idealized troposphere–stratosphere GCM are compared
to estimate the impact of orography and prescribed local heat sources on the residual circulation
in the northern winter stratosphere. It is found that only the combined action of orographic
and thermal wave forcing in northern midlatitudes is capable of inducing a residual circulation
reaching continuously from tropical to polar latitudes at stratospheric altitudes. Intensifications
of the residual circulation in response to modified forcing of stationary waves are generally
associated with, firstly, a reduced polar night jet accompanied by enhanced easterlies in
low and summer hemispheric latitudes and, secondly, substantial warming of the polar night
stratosphere completely compensated by cooling in the tropics and subtropics.

1. Introduction ing (Lindzen and Hou, 1988; Hou and Lindzen,
1992). Dunkerton (1989) investigated the 2D

approach for the stratosphere where winter condi-The tropical Hadley circulation is one of the
classical problems in dynamic meteorology. tions are characterized by a summer to winter

pole gradient of the thermal equilibriumNevertheless, understanding its role in global cli-

mate remains a challenging problem (Hou, 1993; temperature.
Realistic three-dimensional (3D) models con-Hou, 1998; Yang and Webster, 1990; Webster and

Chang, 1997). Quantitative models of the Hadley firm that the stratospheric residual circulation is

primarly driven by planetary waves even thoughcell trace back to Schneider (1977) and Held and
Hou (1980). Owing to the constraint of angular gravity wave drag cannot entirely be neglected

(Rosenlof and Holton, 1993). Principally, themomentum conservation in the poleward branch

of the Hadley cell, these authors proposed the annual cycle of the stratospheric temperature
reflects the strong orographic and thermal forcingintuitive model of a stationary, strictly axisym-

metric tropical Hadley circulation separated from of planetary waves in the northern hemisphere,
since these waves propagate into the stratospheremiddle latitudes; the only physical input was sur-

face friction and temperature relaxation. Held and and drive the residual circulation. Comparing the

observed climatological residual circulations ofHou (1980) proved that the so constructed solu-
tion is indeed obtained in a two-dimensional (2D) January and July yields that, in the northern

winter stratosphere, the meridional flow is strongerdynamical model. Several follow-up studies have
and also reaches farther into high latitudesachieved deeper insight into 2D dynamics,
(Rosenlof, 1995). Moreover, on the basis of obser-uncovering the sensitivity of the Hadley cell to
vational data, Yulaeva et al. (1994) have foundlocation and concentration of deep tropical heat-
that the month-to-month changes as well as
the annual cylce of the lower-stratospheric* Corresponding author.
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temperature are characterized by a nearly constant 2. Model design and definition of experiments
horizontal mean temperature. This means, there
is an approximate compensation between strato- The SGCM has a moderate spatial resolution,

i.e. spectral truncation at total wave number 29spheric warming in the extratropics and cooling
in the tropics and vice versa. For example, in and 24 hybrid levels extending up to 0.3 mb.

Following Hou (1993), we account for radiationcomparison to southern winter, the 10–20 K

warmer polar night stratosphere during northern and moisture processes in a rather simple way,
namely by temperature relaxation and additionalwinter is compensated by lower temperatures in

the tropical lower stratosphere. Yulaeva et al. prescribed constant heat sources in an otherwise

dry atmosphere. Thus, the physics of the model is(1994) have interpreted such a behavior in terms
of a corresponding variability of the residual circu- comprised in the definition of diabatic heating Q

and surface temperature Ts :lation which, in general, cools the tropics and

warms the extratropics. Associated asymmetries
between northern and southern winter can be Q)−

T −Te
t

+Qc+Qm+diffusion (1)
found in the vertical mass fluxes (Holton, 1990)

or, most obviously, in the climatological zonal Ts){Te+t(Qc+Qm)}lower boundary . (2)
mean zonal winds.

The goal of the present investigation is to study In (1), t is relaxation time (16 days in troposphere

and stratosphere, 4 days in the uppermost modelin detail how the stratospheric circulation is
affected by the different forcing mechanisms of layers), T temperature and Te a zonally symmetric

equilibrium temperature (Fig. 1). The tropo-stationary waves. Our basis is an idealized but
nevertheless fairly realistic model of the general spheric part of our standard Te (Fig. 1a) corre-

sponds to a typical northern winter state withcirculation in the troposphere and stratosphere

(SGCM), including a sponge layer in the lower increased meridional gradients. In the strato-
sphere, up to about 10 mb, meridional gradientsmesosphere due to enhanced lateral diffusion and

additional vertical diffusion of wind. The model in the winter hemisphere are somewhat weaker

than those of the radiatively determined statedesign allows a straight forward separation of
orographic wave forcing, thermal wave forcing in proposed by Shine (1987). Above 2 mb, the meridi-

onal gradient approaches zero to close the modelmiddle latitudes and thermal wave forcing in the

deep tropics. The idealizations ensure that the at its top. As a result, the summer hemispheric
thermal driving, which in the real atmosphere ismodel response to a perturbation in the wave

forcing is not affected by intrinsic interactions maximal at about 1 mb, is not accounted for with

the present model version. We are presently testingbetween the external forcing fields. Model anoma-
lies are investigated with specific focus on the a version of the SGCM with the vertical resolution

extending up to 95 km. In this case, a Te fairlyresidual circulation and associated eddy decelera-

tions in the stratosphere. Note that wave propaga- similar to that proposed by Shine (1987) can be
applied. Since in the troposphere and lower strato-tion into the stratosphere cannot be separated

from adjustments in the troposphere, e.g. modi- sphere both model versions generate similar

results, we stay with a moderate vertical resolutionfications of zonal wind, temperature and eddy
feedback onto the Hadley cell. The tropospheric in this study. It is however open to question

whether the present SGCM simulations yieldmodel response to orographic and thermal wave

forcing is analyzed in an associated paper. realistic results in the upper stratosphere.
Nevertheless, we will present model climatologiesThe outline of this study is as follows. In

Section 2, we briefly describe the model and how up to 1.5 mb.

The prescribed forcing functions Qc and Qmexperiments have been designed. Additional model
details can be found in Becker et al. (1997). mimic convective heating in the deep tropics and

latent heating in midlatitudes. Their zonal meansSection 3 presents our results with regard to the
residual circulation, Eliassen–Palm flux diver- (Fig. 2b) are identical in all model experiments.

This holds for reasons of consistency also forgence, zonal wind and temperature. In addition

we investigate 2D experiments in Subsection 3.4. orography Ws (Fig. 2a). Orographic, midlatitude
or equatorial thermal forcing of stationary wavesFinally, Section 4 gives our conclusions.
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Fig. 1. (a) Standard equilibrium temperature used in all 3D simulations and the equivalent 2D experiment 2D–equi.
(b) Equilibrium temperature used in the asymmetric 2D experiments 2D–asym1 and 2D–asym2. The contour internal
in each panel is 10 K.

Fig. 2. (a) Orography Ws/g. Contours are from 0.5 to 4 km in intervals of 0.5 km. Himalaya and Rockies reach
maximum heights of 4.4 and 1.8 km. (b) Zonal mean of additional heating rates Qm and Qc (contour interval 0.3 K/d).
(c),(d) Longitude-dependencies of additional heating rates Qm and Qc at 900 and 500 mb. Contours are from 0.5 to
5 K/d in intervals of 0.5 K/d.

Tellus 51A (1999), 5
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is realized by substituting a zonally symmetric
external field [Ws], [Qm] or [Qc] by its longitude-
dependent counterpart Ws (l), Qm (l) or Qc(l). The

longitude-dependencies of Qm and Qc are illus-
trated in Figs. 2c, d. Qm is located in the geograph-
ical regions of the warm ocean currents and shifts

downstream with increasing altitude. The maxima
of Qc represent the three major tropical convection
zones for northern winter conditions.

Turbulent boundary layer mixing is para-
meterized by the local vertical diffusion scheme
described in Holtsag and Boville (1993) and also

used in Becker et al. (1997). The dynamic bound-
ary condition is formulated with a constant rough-
ness length of 10−3 m. Land–sea differences are

accounted for in the vertical diffusion scheme via
defining the surface temperature (2) as the effective
equilibrium temperature

Te-eff)Te+t(Qc+Qm) (3)

Fig. 3. Prescribed additional kinematic viscosity as aevaluated at the lower boundary. The model
function of the vertical hybrid coordinate. Solid andincludes an ordinary V4-horizontal diffusion
dashed lines correspond to 3D and 2D experiments.scheme with total wavenumber 29 time constants

of 2, 1 and 2 days for vorticity, divergence and
In addition, we inspect three 2D simulations. Fortemperature. Wave reflection from the upper

simplicity we have induced further idealizations inboundary is suppressed by enhanced horizontal
the 2D model setup. The boundary layer para-diffusion in the uppermost 4 model layers. The
meterization is substituted by a linear surface drag

onset of gravity wave drag in the upper strato-
like in the numerical 2D model of Held and Hou

sphere is included by additional vertical diffusion
(1980), vertical diffusion of potential temperature

of wind (Matsuno, 1982), with the prescribed
and midlatitude heating Qm are omitted and the

kinematic viscosity profile amounting to 10 m2/s
prescribed kinematic viscosity profile corresponds

at 0.3 mb and sloping down to zero below (solid
to the dashed line in Fig. 3. In the first 2D run,

line in Fig. 3).
abbreviated as 2D–equi, the model setup is other-

We will consider 4 different long-time model
wise equivalent to the 3D reference experiment

runs (3240 day integrations preceeded by suffi-
[Ws]/[Qm]/[Qc]. In the remaining 2D experiments,

ciently long spin–up times). The respective model denoted as 2D–asym1 and 2D–asym2, our standard
configurations are abbreviated by writing the equilibrium temperature (Fig. 1a) is exchanged by
external forcing fields either in brackets or as the asymmetric Te given in Fig. 1b. This model setup
function of longitude l. We start with the rota- is designed to correspond to the reference experi-
tionally invariant reference run [Ws]/[Qm]/[Qc] ment of Dunkerton (1989, Fig. 7) where the meridi-
and accomplish the model setup by taking oro- onal gradient of Te is constant throughout the entire
graphic forcing (run Ws (l)/[Qm]/[Qc]), midlatitude atmosphere. In order to explore the role of convect-
thermal forcing (run Ws(l)/Qm(l)/[Qc]) and equat- ive heating in the deep tropics, [Qc] is neglected in
orial thermal forcing (run Ws (l)/Qm (l)/Qc (l)) of run 2D–asym1 but included in run 2D–asym2.
stationary waves successively into account. In case
of orographic and midlatitude thermal wave for-

3. Results
cing, integration intervals of a few 1000 days are
required to approximately average out the effects

3.1. Residual circulation
of internal variability in the stratosphere. In the

troposphere, the model response is stable for Fig. 4 shows the residual mass streamfunction
in quasi-geostrophic approximation, calculatedintegration intervals of a few hundred days.

Tellus 51A (1999), 5
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Fig. 4. Residual mass streamfunction for experiments with different forcings of stationary waves. The model config-
uration is defined in the title of each panel. Contours are ±0.5, 1, 2, 5, 10, 40, 80, . . . , ×109 kg/s. Zero contours are
not drawn and negative values are shaded.

according to Edmon et al. (1980, eq. (3.4)). Let us stationary waves can be deduced by comparing
Figs. 4b, c. The most obvious effect is a substantialconsider the stratosphere first.

From Fig. 4a, we see that even without any intensification of the residual mass flux into middle
and high latitudes. An additional model experi-stationary waves there is a significant residual

circulation reaching from the tropics to low midla- ment with midlatitude thermal wave forcing but

zonally symmetric orography (not shown) revealstitudes. However, in absence of orographically and
thermally forced stationary waves, 3D dynamics that only the combination of orographic and

midlatitude thermal wave forcing is sufficient togenerates no stratospheric circulation at higher

latitudes. The situation is somewhat different when generate a continuously stratospheric mass flux
from low to high latitudes. From Fig. 4d it followsorographic waves come into play (Fig. 4b). Then,

both the subtropical branch and the high latitude that thermal wave forcing in the deep tropics has
no significant impact onto the stratospheric resid-branch of the residual streamfunction reach farther

into the stratosphere. The negative spot in the ual circulation.

Streamfunction calculations of Rosenlof (1995)upper troposphere around 40°N is maintained.
The response to thermally forced midlatitude have shown that, in the southern winter strato-
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sphere, the residual circulation is substantially orographic wave forcing and decreases due to
midlatitude thermal wave forcing. Comparison ofweaker compared to its northern winter counter-

part. And furthermore, streamlines slope down Figs. 5c, d also yields an anomalous eddy accelera-

tion in the rising branch of the Hadley cell ininto the troposphere already in the subtropics and
middle latitudes, while the northern winter resid- response to equatorial thermal wave forcing. This

effect is associated with the Walker circulationual circulation reaches polar latitudes at strato-

spheric altitudes. Figs. 4a, d are consistent with generated in run Ws (l)/Qm (l)/Qc(l) and not further
addressed here.these results, provided the rotationally invariant

and the full wave forcing experiment are consid-

ered to be representative for the southern and the
3.3. Zonal wind

northern winter stratosphere.
In the troposphere, the residual circulation The anomalous eddy decelerations along

streamlines of the residual flow (Figs. 4, 5) implyshows various alterations of the Hadley cell. The
effects are visible as well in the Eulerian frame significant changes of the zonal mean zonal wind.

This is illustrated in Fig. 6. Comparing Figs. 6a, band are discussed in more detail in an associated

study. Orographic wave forcing causes a reduction yields that orographic wave forcing causes a pole-
ward shift of the whole northern hemispheric windof the streamfunction maximum while the Hadley

circulation becomes stronger at low altitudes. maximum. The tropospheric jet is clearly reduced

by about 10 m/s. The fact that midlatitude thermalWith regard to comparison of idealized 2D and
3D simulations (Becker et al., 1997), such an effect wave forcing gives rise to a strongly intensified

residual circulation and Eliassen–Palm flux con-indicates enhanced feedback of midlatitude eddies
onto the Hadley cell. The consequence of midlati- vergence especially at high latitudes is reflected in

Fig. 6c by a substantial reduction of the polartude thermal forcing is quite opposite. The stream-

function concentrates around the enhanced night jet by more than 30 m/s. Also the tropo-
spheric jet is reduced by 10 m/s. Consistent withmaximum, indicating reduced eddy feedback. The

residual circulation also reaches farther into the slight anomalies of the residual circulation

and Eliassen–Palm-flux divergence in the wintermiddle and high latitudes of the troposphere in
response to midlatitude thermal wave forcing. The stratosphere in response to longitude-dependent

tropical heating, the changes of the zonal windHadley cell maximum is reduced again when

tropical heating is concentrated at certain longi- are weak when comparing Figs. 6c, d. The main
anomaly is present in the upper polar night strato-tudes as defined in Fig. 2. Such an effect occurs in

an idealized model due to increased static stability sphere where the model behavior may not be

fairly realistic. A westerly anomaly is visible in thein those geographical regions where the Hadley
circulation is strongest. deep tropics between 500 and 200 mb. This effect

is again connected with the Walker circulation

and analysed in detail in an associated paper.
3.2. Eliassen–Palm flux divergence

Generally, every angular momentum reduction
associated with the polar night jet is accompaniedFig. 5 shows the Eliassen–Palm flux divergence

for the four 3D experiments using the approxi- by enhanced easterlies in low latitudes. Thus, the
zonal winds of both the rotationally invariant andmation of Edmon et al. (1980, eq. (3.12)).

Comparing the different cases provides evidence the full-wave forcing experiment (Figs. 6a, d)

reproduce qualitatively the observed stratosphericthat intensifications of the residual circulation in
middle and high latitudes as deduced from Fig. 4 asymmetry between southern and northern winter.
are indeed consequences of enhanced eddy activity.

The stratospheric Eliassen–Palm flux convergence
3.4. Angular momentum conservation and 2D

maximum is intensified and extends farther pole-
experiments

ward in response to both orographic and midlati-
tude thermal forcing of stationary waves. The The question to what extent wave processes

change the 2D picture of angular momentumconvergence maximum in the poleward branch of

the Hadley cell also undergoes significant changes, conservation can well be illuminated by plotting
the residual mass streamfunction together withconfirming that eddy mixing increases due to

Tellus 51A (1999), 5
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Fig. 5. Same as Fig. 4, but for the Eliassen–Palm-flux divergence. Contours are ±0.5, 1, 2, 4, 8, 16×1015 m3.

contours of constant zonal angular momentum. concentrates in the middle and upper troposphere.
The 2D simulation confirms that the Hadley circu-This has been done in Fig. 7a for the full wave

forcing experiment and in Figs. 7b–c for the 3 2D lation is to a good approximation angular
momentum conserving. In the 3D run (Fig. 7a),experiments. Fig. 7a demonstrates that the resid-

ual circulation approximately conserves angular the highest contour of angular momentum

(450 m/s×earth radius) intersects the tropicalmomentum only in the rising branch of the Hadley
cell. In the extratropical poleward branch, stream- atmosphere twice. In contrast, the 450 contour is

pushed out of the Hadley regime in the equivalentlines and momentum contours are almost perpen-

dicular. In 3D dynamics, we generally observe 2D run (Fig. 7b). It is important to note that the
2D experiment does not yield a Hadley regime inthat the extratropical residual flow is far from

angular momentum conservation. the stratosphere. The ±0.5×109 kg/s streamfunc-
tion contours rather indicate vertically alternatingFigs. 7a, b are consistent with corresponding

3D and 2D experiments of Becker et al. (1997). meridional cells in the equatorial stratosphere.

These stationary cells become more obvious fromIn the equivalent 2D experiment, the tropical mass
circulation is much stronger than in 3D and the corresponding meridional velocity which is

Tellus 51A (1999), 5
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Fig. 6. Same as Fig. 4, but for the zonal mean zonal wind. The contour interval is 10 m/s.

not shown here. They are associated with inertial lation performed by Dunkerton (1989) who noted
that ‘‘there exists a nonlinear Hadley regime driveninstability of the zonal flow which, in the present

2D experiment, is not resolved by a reasonable by thermal equilibria typical of the middle atmo-
sphere at the solstices’’. However, our effectivephysical process. As pointed out by Dunkterton

(1989), some kind of meridional circulation must equilibrium temperature (3) has fundamentally

different meridional gradients in troposphere andexist in the stratosphere since a cross-equatorial
temperature gradient cannot be thermally bal- stratosphere while Dunkerton (1989) used the

same meridional dependence of Te-eff in bothanced by any zonal wind. In our 3D experiments,

inertia oscillations are generally absent. In 2D, atmospheric layers. Therefore, the equivalent 2D
simulation shown in Fig. 7b is not necessarilythey can be smoothed out by increasing the pre-

scribed kinematic viscosity. As a result, one comparable with Dunkerton’s 2D simulation.
In run 2D–asym1, (Fig. 7c) tropical heating isobtains a stratospheric meridional circulation

where Coriolis force and nonlinear advection are neglected and the asymmetric equilibrium temper-

ature (Fig. 1b) is employed. Note that for thisstrongly balanced by friction.
Seemingly, there is a discrepancy to a 2D simu- model setup the cross-equatorial gradient ∂

y
Te-eff

Tellus 51A (1999), 5
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Fig. 7. (a) Residual mass streamfunction superposed with contours of constant angular momentum for the 3D
simulation with full longitude-dependent external forcing. (b) Meridional mass streamfunction superposed with
contours of constant angular momentum for the equivalent 2D experiment. (c) Same as (b), but for the asymmetric
2D experiment with Te given in Fig. 1b and tropical heating Qc neglected. (d) Same as (c), but with tropical heating
Qc included. Contours of the mass stream-functions are as in Fig. 4. Zonal angular momentum divided by the earth
radius is indicated by thick contours which are drawn for 100, 200, 300, 350, 400, 425 and 450 m/s. The 450 m/s
contour is labeled in each panel.

is almost independent from altitude. The resulting However, if we change the tropospheric thermal

equilibrium again by including tropical heating QcHadley circulation clearly extends beyond the
tropopause even though the streamfunction max- (run 2D–asym2, Fig. 7d), a vigorous tropospheric

Hadley cell is generated analogously to runimum is considerably weak due to vanishing

tropical heating Qc . Deviations from angular 2D–equi while vertically alternating meridional
winds occur in the equatorial stratosphere. Thesemomentum conservation are due to the action of

vertical diffusion. One may argue that the occur- results may be summarized as follows: If the cross-
equatorial gradient ∂

y
Te-eff decreases strongly fromence of a stratospheric Hadley regime in run

2D–asym1 results from the stronger ∂
y
Te-eff in the troposphere to stratosphere, a nonlinear strato-

spheric Hadley regime does hardly exist in a 2Dregion of the tropical tropopause (Fig. 1b) in
comparison to that used in run 2D–asym (Fig. 1a). dynamical model.
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3.5. T emperature (Fig. 8c). In the upper stratosphere, the temper-
ature signal is somewhat reduced in response to

Consistent with thermal wind balance, substan-
thermal wave forcing in the deep tropics (Fig. 8d).

tial anomalies to changes in the wave forcing
In each case the high latitude warming is accom-

configuration can also be found in the zonal mean panied by cooling in the tropical and subtropical
temperatures. These are shown for the four 3D region. The temperature signals in Figs. 8c or d
experiments in Fig. 8 by thin contours. Superposed reproduce roughly the observed asymmetry
thick contours in Figs. 8b–d indicate temperature between the southern and the northern winter
anomalies relative to the rotationally invariant stratosphere.
reference run (Fig. 8a). From Fig. 8b we see that As already mentioned in the introduction,
orographically forced stationary waves induce a observed zonal mean temperature variations in
moderate temperature signal. The combined effect the lower stratosphere show an almost complete
of orographic and midlatitude thermal forcing compensation between cooling in low and warm-
gives rise to a strong warming of the polar night ing in high latitudes. Moreover, the compensation

can consistently be interpreted by anomalousstratosphere exceeding 20 K in the SGCM

Fig. 8. Zonal mean temperature (thin contours, contour interval 10 K) for experiments with different forcings of
stationary waves. The model configuration is defined in the title of each panel. In (b)–(d), the temperature anomaly
relative to (a) is indicated by thick contours (interval 2 K) with negative values shaded and zero contours not drawn.

Tellus 51A (1999), 5
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cies induces a continuously stratospheric mass
transport from low to polar latitudes, as it is
observed for the northern winter hemisphere.

Orographic wave forcing alone does not change
the aqua-planet circulation pattern qualitatively,
and streamlines of the residual flow slope down

into the troposphere already in middle latitudes.
Such a behavior is typical for the southern winter
stratosphere (Rosenlof, 1995).

In the stratosphere, a stronger residual circula-
tion is associated with a reduced polar night jet
accompanied by enhanced easterlies in low latit-

udes and warming in the winter hemispheric
extratropics which is completely compensated by
cooling in the tropical and subtropical region

(Figs. 4, 6, 8). These connections fit quite well to
the observed asymmetries in zonal wind and tem-
perature when comparing southern winter and
northern winter climatologies.Fig. 9. Horizontal mean temperatures for experiments

with different forcings of stationary waves as defined in In 3D simulations, any residual circulation in
section 2: [Ws]/[Qm]/[Qc] (solid), [Ws](l)/[Qm]/[Qc] the winter stratosphere is far from angular
(dashed), and [Ws](l)/Qm(l)/Qc(l) (dashed–dotted) momentum conservation (Fig. 7a). In low viscous

2D dynamics, a nonlinear (i.e. approximately

angular momentum conserving) stratosphericdynamic cooling and heating rates brought about
by corresponding changes of the residual circula- Hadley regime is obtained if the meridional gradi-

ent of the effective equilibrium temperature istion (Yulaeva et al., 1994). The high correspond-

ence between temperature signals and alterations similar in troposphere and stratosphere (Fig. 7c).
For realistic thermal forcing, the cross-equatorialof the residual circulation in our simulations pro-

vides further evidence for such a mechanism. Fig. 9 gradient of thermal equilibrium decreases strongly

from troposphere to stratosphere due to the finiteindeed confirms that the vertical profiles of the
horizontal mean temperature are almost identical depth of tropical cumulus heating. In this case, a

vigorous Hadley circulation exists in the tropo-for the four SGCM experiments, especially in the

stratosphere. sphere while standing inertia oscillations occur in
the stratosphere (Figs. 7b, d).

Diabatic heating in the tropical troposphere is

almost the same in the equivalent 2D run and in4. Conclusions
all 3D experiments. Hence, the vertical mass fluxes
into the tropical lower stratosphere are entirelyWith specific focus on the stratosphere, we have

studied the impact of stationary waves onto determined by wave activity in the extratropics.
Therefore, the present SGCM experiments providethe zonally averaged circulation. Our basis has

been formed by January simulations performed further evidence for the concept of the extratropi-

cal ‘‘wave pump’’ (Holton et al., 1995), confirmingwith an idealized troposphere–stratosphere GCM,
allowing for a straight forward separation of the that planetary waves which drive the residual

circulation in the extratropical stratosphere inducethree major forcing mechanisms of stationary

waves. upwelling in the tropics. This mechanism is also
reminescent of the tropospheric feedback of midla-Relative to rotationally invariant conditions,

orographic forcing of stationary waves gives rise titude waves onto the Hadley cell in case of weak
tropical heating (Becker et al., 1997, Fig. 2).to a stronger residual circulation in the strato-

sphere. However, separation of orographic and Owing to the complete compensation in the

temperature anomalies (Figs. 8, 9) and the factmidlatitude thermal wave forcing reveals that only
the combined effect of both longitude-dependen- that our 3D simulations differ only with respect
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to longitude-dependent components of prescribed winds in the polar night stratosphere may be
external forcing fields, the following conclusion is attributed, at least partly, to uncertainties in the
obvious. The stratospheric temperature signals are parameterization of convective and latent heating.
caused by modified stationary wave forcing in the
lower troposphere; they reflect enhanced heat
exchange between the tropical and the extratropi-
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